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ttiough it is still regarded as a rcHection o t  cwan. Canada. It  is a psyci~iatric hospital 
his b:~sic problem, this disruptive behavior with .~pprosin~ately 1500 patients. Its most 
mJv become so persistent that it  engxges thr relevr~nt fcntures in terms of the pr:sent 
fu l l  energics of the nurses, and postpones, e x p e r i m e ~ ~ t  are: 
sometimes permansntlv, any eFiort on their 
part :O deal 4 t h  the so-called basic problem. [. The nurses arc rrained 2s ?sychis[ric nurses 

Disrupting behaviors usua!ly consist in in J 3-year program. 
the patient's failure to engage in activities 2. The)r are responsible for the p.~iicnrs in 
which are considered normal and necessary; their ~ 3 r d ~  and enjoy :I high degri? oi 

zuconomy with respect ro rhe treatment of or his persistent engagement in activities 
a patient. The'psychiatrisn in rhe >,ospitnl that are harmful to himse1E or other patients, 
function as advisers to the nursii~g stati. or disrupting in other ways. For example, 
This means t h ~ t  psychiatrists do not give 

failures to eat, dress, bathe, interact socially orders, but simply offer advice upon ::quest 
with other patients, and walk without being from the psychiatric nurses. 
led are invariably disruptive. Hoarding 3. ~h~ nurses administer incoming and out- 
various objects, hitting, pinching, spitting on going mail for the pnticncs, visitor rradic, 

ground passes, paroles, and even discharge, 
although the last is often carried o u ~  after 
consultation with a psychiatrist. The nurses 
also conduct group therapy under the su- 
pervision oE the psychiatric staff. 

T h e  official position of the senior author, 
hereafter referred to as E, was that of a 

common sense, or to take advantage ofathe staff, or when other ward difficulties mads 
physical therapy in vogue. From the the treatment impossible. Whenever termin& 
view of modern behavior theory, such strong tion became necessary, E was given appro$: 
behaviors, o r  behavioral deficits, may be ate notice. 
considered the result of events occurring in 
the patient's immediate or historical en- 

SUBJECTS 
vironment rather than the manifestations of 
his mental disorder. T h e  present research T h e  subjects used in this investigation 
represents an attempt to discover and manip- were all patients in the hospital. Of the 
ulate some of these environmental variables total 19 patients, 14 had been classiSed as 
for the purpose of modifying the problem schizophrenic and 5 as mentally defective. 

Except for one female patient who was resi- 
dent for only 7 months, all patienu had 

RESEARCH SETTING 
been hospitalized for sevzrd yea::. Each 
subjecr presented a persistent behavior prob- 

The  research was carried out at the Ism for which he had becn referred LO E by 
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ently receiving psychotherapy, electroconvul- the present research.) The period of observa- 
sive therapy, or any kind of individual treat- tion varicd from 1 to 3 minutes. After mak- 
ment. ing an observation, the nurse resumed her 

The behaviors which were studied do regular ward activities until the next inter- 
not represent the most serious problems en- val was reached, whereupon she again sought 
countered in a typical psychiatric hospital. out the patient. Except for one patient, who 
They were selected mainly because their per- was observed every 15 minutes, such observa- 
sistence allowed them to survive several at- tions were made every 30 minutes. 
tempts at altering them. The relevant aspect of the data obtained 

by the time-check recording is the proportion 
of the total number of observations (exclud- 

PROCEDURE 

havior occurring, but rather classified it in ing rhe nursing staff was on the operation of 
terms of a pretstablished trichotomy: ( a )  giving or withholding social reinforcement 
the undesirable behavior; (b)  incompatible contingent upon a desired class of behavior. 
behavior which could ultimately displace the What  follows illustrates the tenor of E's 
undesirable behavior; and (c) incompatible somewhat informal instructions to the nurses. 
behavior which was not considered shape- "Reinforcement is something you do for or 
able, such as sleeping, eating, and dressing. with a paticnt, for example, offering candy 
(.Although these latter acts are certainly or a cigarette. Any way you convey attention 
susceptible to the influence of reinforcement, to the patient is reinforcing. Patients may be 
they were regarded as neutral behaviors in reinforced if you answer their questions, talk 
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to t l i c ~ ~ i .  or ict them know by vour rcxction trom each ocher in :I four-tloor builtlins rn.lcic 
~h ; l t  ;;(;II .Ire .l\varc of their presence. T h e  it  i~npossibie tor E to observe ;ill thc nurscs 
common-scnse espression 'pay no attention' involved in chc rese~rch ~t .~ny  one tirnc. 
is pc r l i~ps  cioscsc to what must be donc to Bec~usc  of  the conscnnc chnnge in nursing 
ciiscourage the patient's behavior. When \ve personnel, most of E's t ime was spent in 
s ;~y ' Ju  r:oc r:lntorce a behavior.' we are inscruccin,n new people in the routines o f  the 
ncc~ l~ l ly  cayins 'ignore the behavior and ::cc programs. In addition. sincc E did not tr.lln 
dcat and blind whenever it occurs.' " the nurses estensively. he observed them, 

When  reinforcement was given on a often without their knowledge, ::ncl super- 
fised-interval basis, the nurse was instructed vised them in record keeping, ctdminiscerl~lg 
to observe the patient for about 1 to 3 min- reintorcement, estinction. etc. Tha t  the 
Utes ~t regular intervals, just as in the pre- nurses performed effectively when E was 
treatment observation period. If desirable absent can be at least partially determined by 
behavior was occurring at  the time of obser- the ultimate results. 
vation. she would reinforce it; if not, she 
would go on  about her duties and check 

RESULTS again after the next interval had passed. 
Strictly speaking, this is fixed interval with a T h e  results will be summarized in terms 
limited-hold contingency (Ferster & Skinner, of the type of behavior problem and rhe 
1977). Dur ing  a program of extinction the o p ~ ~ n t i o n s  used in altering the behavior. In 
nurse checkcd as above; however, instead of general, the time required to &ange 2 spe- 
reinforcing the patient when he exhibited cific behavior ranged f rom 6 to 11 weeks. 
the behavior being altered, she simply re- T h e  operations were in force for 2.1 hours 
corded it and continued her other work. Ex- a day, i days a week. 
cept  OF specific directions for two patients, 
the  nurses were not given instructions on the Strong Behavior Treated by 
operation of aversive control. Extinction, or Extinction 'Combined 

T h e  programs requiring time-sample wi th  Reinforcement f o r  , , 

observations started after breakfast (around Incompatible Behavior - -: 
9 a.m.) and ended at  bedtime (around 9 
p.m.), and were usually carried out by only In  the five cases treated with this pro- 

one of the  6 to 12 nurses on each shift. Be- g r m ,  the reinforcer was the attention of 
the nurses; and the withholdingof this rein- cause of the daily shift changes, the monthly 

Fvard rotations, and a effort to forcer resulted in the expected decline in 

give everyone experience at this new duty, no i r equenc~ .  T h e  changes o c c ~ @ $ @ ~ & & ~ ; ~ ~  0 f 

patient's program was followed by any one the behavior problems, s c r u @ t p g r t h e . ~ G r ,  
spending too much time in-'%& batlGoom, nurse for any considerable length of time. 
and one of the two cases of entering the 

Nineteen, as a minimum, different nurses 
nurses' offices, were not complicated by un- 

were involved in carrying out  each patient's controllable variables. Lucille's case is pre- 
program. Over L O O  different nurses partici- sented in detail as representative of 
patcd in the entire research project. three. T h e  interpretation of the changes 

Most social ward activities took place in  occurring in the other two behavior 
the dayroom, which was a large living room !ems, entering the nurses' and  psy- 
containing a television set, card tables, maga- chotic verbal behavior, is not so 
zincs, and games. I t  was here that reinforce- HelenVs case ilIustraces this F~~ detaiis 
men: tvas gi.;en for social behaviors to:vard concerning the cases not discussed in this 
patients, and for nonsocial behaviors which paper, see .iyllon (1979). 
were strengthened to complete with unde- 
sir:tble beha~iiors. T h e  fact that the research Lrrcille. Lucille's irequent visits to the 
{vas carried out in five wards distributed tar nurses' ofice interrupted and interfered with 
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their work. She had been doing this for 2 A 5-day pretreatment observation of 
years. During this time, she had been told the patient was made at 30-minute intervals 
that she was not expected to spend her time to compare the relative frequencies oE psy- 
in the nurses' of£ice. Frequently, she was chotic and sensible content in her talk. Some 
taken by the hand or pushed back bodily into of the nurses reported that, previously, when 
the ward. Because the patient was classified the patient started her psychotic talk, they 
as mentally defective, the nurses had resigned listened to her in an effort to get nt the "roots 
themselves to tolerating her behavior. As of her problem." A few nurses stated that 
one of the nurses put it, "It's difficult to tell they did not listen to what she was saying 
her anything because she can't understand- but simply nodded and remarked, "Yes, I 
she's too dumb." understand," or some such comment, the 

The following instructions were given to purpose of which was to steer the patient's 
the nurses: "During this program the patient conversation onto some other topic. These 
must not be given reinforcement (attention) reports suggested that the psychotic talk was 
for entering the nurses' office. Tally every being maintained by the nurses' reaction to 
time she enters the office." it.lLVhile it is recognized that a distinctiG- 

-Y 

The pretreament study indicated that between psychotic and normal talk is some- 
she entered the office on an average of 16 -what arbitrary, this case was included in the 
times-a day. As Fig. l b  shows, the average research because of its value as a problem 
frequency was down to two entries per day involving primarily verbal behavior. 
by che seventh week of extinction, and the T h e  following instructions were given'. 
program was terminated. Fig. l a  shows to the nurses: "During this program the 
the same data plotted cumulatively. patient must not be given reinforcement 

- (attention) for her psychotic talk (about her PC/\ illegitimate child and the men chasing her). 
Check the patient every 30 minutes, and (a) 

tally for psychotic talk; and -(b) reinforce 

PIICTICAI. 
(and tally) sensible talk. If another patient 

n d b fights with her, avoid making an issue of it. 
z ' . - Simply stop the other patient from hurting 

1 4 4 1  
her, but do so with a matter-of-fact attitude. 

WEEKS The  5-day observation period resulted 

FIGURE I of the response in a relative frequency of psychotic talk of 

ing the nurses' oE+ (a) cumulative record, 0.91. During treaunent (Fig. 21, the relative 
(b) conventional rtcod- frequency dropped to less than 0.25; but, 

later on, it  rose & a value exceeded only by 

Helen. This patient's psychotic talk the pretreatment level. The sudden increase 
-..7 

had persisted for at least 3 years. It had be- 
come so annoying during the last 4 months + 'am- - PRETREATMENT 
prior to treatment that other patients had on 2 

W 
several occasions beaten her in an effort to =I .75 

keep her quiet. She was described by one of 2 
the psychiatrists as a "delusional" patient .50 

who "feels she must push her troubles onto ; 
somebody else, and by doing this she feels she 3 .25 

is free." Her conversation centered around 2 
her illegitimate chlld and the men she .oo 

claimed were constantly pursuing her. It was 

'v 2 4 6 8 10 12 

the nurses' impression that the patient had W E E K S  

"nothing else to talk about." FIGURE 2 Extincuon of psychotic talk. 



;[I c11e pntic:lc's psychotic talk in chc ninth 
~ v c r k  pmb:tbly occurred because the patient 
11:ld bccn t a i k i n ~  to n social worker, who, un- 
known to the nurses, had been reinforcing 
her psychotic talk. T h e  reinr'orcxnent ob- 
c:~incd from the social worker appenred to 
zeneralize to her inceraccion with other 
pxtients : ~ n d  nurses. T h e  pacienc herself told 
one of che nurses, "Well you're not listening 
LO me. I'll have to go and see bliss - 
[ the  social worker) again, 'cause she told me 
that if she would listen to my past she could 
help me." 

In addition to the reinforcement attribu- 
table to the social worker, two ocher instances 
of boocleg reinforcement came co lighc. One 
instance occurred when a hospital employee 
came to visit the ward, and, another, when 
volunteer ladies came to entertain che 
oacients. These occasions were im~ossible  to 
I I 

concrol, and indicate some of the difficulties 
of long-term control over verbal behavior. 

It is of interest to note that s i n c a i  
reinforcement program began, the patient 
hns not been attacked by the orher patients 
and is only rarely abused verbally. These 
in~provements were commented upon by the 
nurses, who were nevertheless somewhat dis- 
appointed. O n  che basis of the improvement 
shown in  verbal behavior, che nurses had 
espected a dramatic over-all change which 
did not occur. 

Strong Behavior Treated by 
Strengthening Incompatible 
Behavior 

This  case represented an  attempt to 
control violent behavior by strengthening an 
incompatible class of responses, and to re- 
condition normal social approaches while the 
violence was under control. T h e  first phase 
was quite successful; but errors in strategy 
plagued the last half of the program, and 
ic was terminated by the nurses because che 
patient became more  violent. 

T h e  immediate reason for reierral was 
:hat the pAcienc, Dotty, had become increas- 
ingly violent over the last 5 years, and ie- 
cently attacked several patients and hospital 
personnel wichout any apparent reason. Since 

~cirnission . ~ n d  up chc prcscnt. ,;he h:ltl :<- 
itivcd many e1~ctroconvulsivi.-tl~erapy trrnt- 
ncnts  .limed JC rsclucir~g this violrncc, tvith 
liccle or  no success. In 1947. a physicixn 
recornrnencied he: ns .I good case for psycho- 
surgery. I n  Drccmber of the same yexr, she 
atremptzd to strnngle her mother who w.1~ 
visiting her ;I[ ihe t imr.  In July 1943, cne 
patirnc lhad a leucotomy. The  sicuation had 
recencly become so serious that at che leasc 
suspicious move on her part the nurses would 
put her in che seclusion room. She spent from 
3 co 12 hours daily in that room. 

X 5-day pretreatment study, ac 15- 
minute intervals, indicnted t h ~ c  one of the 
nonviolent behnviors eshibitzd fairly ot'cen 
was "being on che floor" in the dayroom. 
T h e  response included lying, squatcing, 
kneeling, and sicting on the floor. Strength- 
enin? this class of responses would control 
the violence and, at  the same time, permit 
the emotional behavior of other patients and 
nurses coward her to extinguish. T o  
strengthen the patient's own social behavior, 
her approaches to the nurses were to be 
reinforced. T h e  response "approach to nurse" 
was defined as spontaneous requests, ques- 
tions or comments made by the patient co 
the nurse. Ultimately, the plan was to dis- 
continue reinforcing being on the Aoor once 
the patient-nurse social interaction appeared 
somewhat normal. Presumably, this would 
have further increased the probability of 
approach to the nurses. 
-,.:- For  the duration of the program, contin- 
uous social reinforcement was to be avail- 
able for her approach to the nurses. Social 
reinforcement was to be available for the 
first 4 weeks only, on a fixed interval of 15 
minutes, contingent on  the response being on 
the Aoor. For  the last 4 weeks, social rein- 
forcement was to be withheld for being on 
the floor. 

T h e  following instructions were given 
to the nurses for the first 4 wzzks of the pro- 
gram: "Reinforce (and tally) her approac5.e~ 
to you every time they occur. Check che 
patient every 15 minutes, and rsiniorce (and 
taily) the behavior being on the door." 

F r o m  che fifth week on the instrucrions 
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were modified as Follows: "Continue rein- the nurses suggests that the latter response 
forcing (and tailying) her approaches to was poorly chosen. It was relatively incom- 
you every time they occur. Check the patient patible with being on the floor. This meant 
every 15 minutes, and tally but do not that a previously reinforced response would 
reinforce the behavior being on the floor." have to be extinguished before the transition 

During the period of reinforcement, as was possible, and this, too, was poor strategy 
shown in Fig. 3, the relative frequency of with a violent patient. 
the response being on the floor increased 
from che pretreatment level of less than 0.10 Weak  Behavior Strengthened by 
to a value oE 0.21. During the succeeding 4 Escape a n d  Avoidance 
weeks of extinction, the frequency of being Conditioning 
on the floor returned to the pretreatment 

Two  female patients generally refused 
to eat unless aided by the nurses. One, Janet, 

EXTINCTION had to be forcefully taken to the dining room, 
where she would permit the nurses to spoon- 
feed her. The  other patient, Mary, was spoon- 
fed in a room adjacent to the dining room. 
Both patients had little social contact with 
others and were reported to be relatively in- 
different to attention by the nurses. Both 
were., also reported to care only for the neat 

net had been there for 28 years. These two 

forcing the former. During .the period ' o f  
reinforcement for being on 't'ge floor, she 

tingent on feeding herself. 
attacked a patient once; but during the 

It was hoped that once self-feeding be- 
period of extinction, she made eight attacks 

gan to occur with some regularity, it would 
on others. Her approaches to nurses in- come under the control of environmental ! 
creased over-all during the 4 weeks of rein- variables which maintain this behavior in 
forcement, but they decreased during the last most peopie, such as convenience, 

even though they were being stimulation at meal time, etc. In both cases, 
reinforced. This decrease paralleled the de- [he program ultimately resulted in complete 
crease in being on the floor. While being on self-feeding, which now has been maintained 
the floor was undergoing extinction, attacks for over 10 months. JanetPs behavior change 
on the patients and nurses increased in fre- complicated by a history of religious 
quency, and the nurses decided to return fasting, and her change took a little longer. 
to the practice of restraining the patient. The  Mary's case will be given here in detail. 
program was terminated ac this point. The following instructions were given ro 

The patient's failure to make the transi- the nurses: "Continue spoonfeeding the 
tion from being on rhe floor to approaching patient; but from now on, do it in such 3 
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i.~rrlcss rv:~y th;lt rile patient will have :I few 
drops ot' tcjod i:~ll on hrr dress. Ge sure not 
to overdo the toad dropping, since what we 
rvnnt to convry to the patient is that it is ;; 

sspect is chat the patient will Find it difisult 1 3 

to c!cpend on your skill to feed her. You will ? 

pxient likes having her clothes clean, she 
will have to choose between fseding herself W E E I S  

and keeping her clothes clean, or  being fed FIGURE 4 Escape and avoidance conditioning 
by others and risking getting her clothes 

During the %day pretreatmem study, meals in a row, the rumor deuehped that 
the patient ate 5 meals on her @wnr was . ~ m - ~ o n e  had informed the patieni that the 
spoonied 12, and refused to eat 7. EX@ weight - food was not accident& In ,any 
at this time was 99 pounds. ~ e r ! ~ ~ a l  re- svent, che failure to feed herself &ted only 
action to the schedule was as f ~ : : , ~ - d i c z L ,  5 gays. 
nurse rvould start spoonfeeding h c ~ , ' ~ ~ d t < r '  ii&; the hospital admission 
One Or  'pod" spOonfulsy the !"-'rse hadbccn based on her refusal to',cat, accom- 
rvould carelessly drop some foodOdd;:~p h.er plriied:by thcfood was 
dress. This was continued until.$tb+ the poisoned, the succesr of the pro,orsm led to 
p t i e n t  requested the spoon, oc-fhe nurse 

her discharge. It is to be noted that although 
continued spoonfeeding her the entire meal. 

nothing was done to deal directly with her 
T h e  behaviors the patient adopted. includcd 

claims that the food was poisoned, these 
( a )  reaching for [he spoon after a 'few drops 

statements dropped out of her repertoire as had fallen on her dress; ( b )  eating com- 
she began to eat o n  her own. pletely on her own; (c) closing her mouth 

so that spoonfeeding was terminated; or  (d)  
being spoonfed the entire meal. Upon start- S t rong  Behavior  W e a k e n e d  through 

a Combina t ion  of Extinction for  ing the schedule, the most frequent of  all 
these alternatives was the first; but after a Social At tent ion a n d  Stimulus 

Sa t i a t ion  whiIe, the patient ate on her own imrnedi- 
ately. The  relevant data are shown in Fig. 4. For 5 years, several mentally defective 
On the 12th day, the patient ate all three patients in the same ward, Harry, Joe, Tom,  
meals on her own for the first time. Four and Mac, had collected papers, rubbish, and 
meals were ieiused out of the last 21: one magazines and carried these around with 
meal was missed because she statsd she didn't them inside their clothing next to  heir body. 
like tGliver'7 and the other three because she The most serious oflender was Harry, whose 
;aid shs was not hungry. Her  weight when hoarding resulted in skin rashes. H e  carried 
:he i rh  the hospital was 120 pounds, n gain so much trash and  so persistently h a t  for the 
oi  71 pounds over her prr:icatmer.t weight. !as[ 5 years :he nurses routine!;i "dejunkrd" 
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him several times during the day and before number of magazines in his stack was 
he went to bed. counted when he left the dayroom for 

An analysis of the situation indicated supper, and this is the dependent variable 
that the patient's hoarding behavior was shown for Harry in Fig. 5. (Mac was out of 
probably maintained by the attention he de- the ward for 3 weeks because of illness.) 

behavior after the paradigm of satiation. $ 
Similarly, the availability of many magazines lo 

WEEKS 

The following instructions were given 
to the nurses: "During this program the 
patients Harry, Mac, Joe, and Tom must 

magazine supply in the dayroom. Every 
night while the patients are in bed, check transferred his security needs from hoard- 

their clothes to record the amount of hoard- ing rubbish and magazines '' sitring in the 

ing. Do  not, however, take their hoarding and looking at magaziner, es~ecia!l~ 

from them." during T.V. commercials. The transfer oc- 

~h~ original plan was to count the curzed with no apparent signs of discomfort 

number of magazines in the patients' cloth- On his part. 

ing after they had gone to bed. This is, in 
fact, the dependent variable shown in Fig. Other Cases 

5 for Joe, Tom, and Mac. The recording for Combinations of extinction, reinforcc- 
Harry had to be changed, however; after 4 ment, and avoidance programs were set u~ 
days of the program, he no longer carried for three patients; in two of these the prob- 
the rubbish or magazines in his clothing. lem behavior was eliminated in only a few 
Instead, he kept a stack of magazines on his weeks. The program of the third patient wo: 
lap while he was' sitting in the dayroom.. The followed for 20 days and then terminam 
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since he had shown no changes by that time. The nurses clncl psychiatrists who were 
.\[I i~~rerpreration of the outcome of each of familiar with the "rcinforcernent prosrnms," 
these programs is rendered questionable by as the: were called, were given question- 
the number of controlling variables involved naires ~ n d  intcrvicws to determine their at- 
.ind the narurc of the changes. ticudes toward this work. The results indi- 

The prrtreatrnent study of four addi- cate a mildly favorable reception in general, 
tlonnl patients showed that the problem be- with some enthusiastic support from both 
havior of' three of them did not occur often nurses and psychir~rrists. 
enough to justify carrying through a pro- Rrgarding rime actually spent in carry- 
gram; and in the fourth case, no easily con- ing our the programs, it might seem un- 
trollable v~riables were avnilable and, again, reasonable to expect the already overworked 
no program was undertaken. nurse to devote 7- or 3 minutes every half- 

hour to observation and recording. However, 

DISCUSSION 
this is only about 40 minutes of an 9-hour 

way.3 The present rcsults are presented in a~c~excellent investment of time. 
Two sources of possible misundersrand- this preliminary form in the hopes that they 

will provide encouragement to those who ing between E and nurses should be pointed 
are in a position to conduct similar research. out. First, when nurses were asked about the 
Therefore, it will be useful to mention a few sort of problems they had in the ward, if no 

other aspects of this work. dramatic behaviors, such as attempts at sui- 
ri major problem concerns the use of cide, or violent acts, had been recently re- 

nurses as experimental assistants as well as ported, they often denied having any prob- 
substitutes for the recording and program- lems. Problems also went unrecognized 
ming apparatus of the laboratory. There is because they were considered unsolvable; ,F++ 
no question as to the greater reliability of the example, since most nurses attributed "ty<' 

, ordinary laboratory component. In large pap6 behavior of a patient to his diagnosis. or:?=;; 
however, the nurses7 failures in carrying out little or no effort was made to discbve;i%d.. 
E's instructions were unsystematic with re- manipulate possibly relevant environmental 
spect to the results obtained, 2nd although variables. 

Second, even aher a behavior had been undesirable, they do not by any means render 
this kind of work uninterpretable. Sys- modihed, it was not uncommon to hear 

tematic errors in observation can be reduced nurses remark, "We've changed her be- 
to some extent by dealing with response havior. SO what? She's still psychotic." It 

classes that are relatively easily identified. seemed that once a persistent problem be- 

But, of course, this problem will become havior was eliminated, its previous impor- 

more serious as efforts are made to alter more tance was forgotten and other undesirable 

subtle aspects of behavior. Perhaps the only aspects of the patient's repertoire were as- 
solution is to be dissatisfied with oneVs tech- sumed to be the most important ones. In 

niques and principles until the behavioral general, their specific expectations were Un- 

changes are so obvious as to render statistical clear or unverbalized, and they tended to 

anrllysis superfluous. be some..vhat dissztished with any change 

Another question concerns the accept- less than total "cure." 

ability o i  this approach to the hospital stafi. Finally, an objecrion oken raised against 
this approach is that the behavior changes 

"his ne'vv project is supported by a grant may be only temporary. However, perma- 
from the Cornrnon:vcalrh Fund, and is being 
csnducced under  lusp ices  oi the S.lskcrihc- nent tiinination 02 ward behavior problems 

fi.sn Hos?iul, Wtvburn, SaskacChcsvan, C.,r.iJ3, requires a permnneni elimination o i  :hs en- 

! 
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vironmental variables that shape them up 
and maintain them. The clinical belief that REFERENCES 

a favorable behavioral change, if properly AYLLON, T. The application of rcinEorcemenc 
accomplished, will be permanent probably theory to ward behavior problems. Un- 
rests on a faulty evaluation of the role of published doctoral dissertation, Uni- 
environmental variables in controlling be- versity of Houston, 1959. 
havior. Certainly, it is not based on any FERSTER, C. B., and SKINNER, B. F. Scftedules 
actual accomplishments in the field of mental of reinforcement. New York: Appleton- 

Century-Crofts, 1957. 

5 PRODUCTION AND ELIMINATION OF SYMPTOMATIC 
BEHAVIOR 

Eric Haughton Teodoro Ayllon 

This report deals with some environmental proaches are based on psychoanalytic or 
events that exercise control over behavior. psychodynamic theories. Skinner (1953) 
The behaviors studied were those character- pointed out the potential contribution of a 
ized by .,a.high frequency and repetitive na- behavioral analysis to the treatment of ab- 
cure. A f k a I e  patient in a psychiatric h a -  normal behavior patterns. Recent laboratory 
pita1 in Weyburn, Saskatchewan1 was involving the application of be- 
studied. In this one case a repetitive re- havioral analysis and the experimental an- 
sponse was . . developed and then eliminated. alysis of human behavior ( ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ,  1963; 

Repetitive responses that resist modifica- Ayllon and Michael, 1959; Arlloa and 
tion and tend to be "purposeless" often come ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ,  1962; =indsley, 1956, 1960; B ~ ~ -  

the attention the psychiatric Or psycho- rett, 1962; Holz, Azrin, and Ayllon, 1963) 
logiial clinician. A variety of interpretations suggest new techniques for the attenuation 
Ire often made regarding the e t i o l o ~  and of some rypes of exceuive behaviors. 
current factors maintaining the responses at 
a high level. In many instances responses 
that are repeated with exaggerated frequen- ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
cies are given a poor therapeutic prognosis. 
Such behavior problems are often those "that This investigation was part of a pro-. 

need the notorious 'long' analyses . . . and gram of research on the applications of 
great energy expended" (Fenichel, 1945, p. Operant conditioning techniques in a ~ s ~ c h i -  
310). Most clinicians learn to identify per- setting. A ward of a h t  forty female 
sistent and behavior patterns and schizophrenic patients was made available 
attempt to deal with them using available £0' this PurPoSe~ The ward was an independ- 
techniques. M~~~ therapeutic ap- ent and self-contained unit. Staff comprised 

equal numbers of female aides and graduate 
'This research was conducted in the Sas- psychiatric nurses with three years training. 

katchewan Hospital at Weyburn, Saskatchewan, 
and was partially supporred by a grant from A ratio of ten patients to one staff existed 
he commonwealth ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ , - i ~ ~ ,  New York. from 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. A physician 


